NEW ‘LEON QV400’ 4WD Dozer Blade for Versatile 305-340-375-400 Tractors

NEW for 2010, LEON’S MFG. COMPANY INC. proudly offers a NEW LEON QV400 ‘Quick On–Quick Off’ 4WD Dozer Blade Series to fit Versatile 4WD Tractor Models 305-340-375-400. LEON’S patented mounting is the safest and fastest in the industry. Complete QV400 Dozer Blade packages feature...

- LEON ‘High Lift’ 45” lift height capability
- Patented LEON ‘Quick On – Quick Off’ push assembly
- Powerful 27 degree left and right hydraulic angle, positioned to avoid contact with working terrain
- Ripple formed blades for clean roll off & roll break to make pushing dirt, snow, and silage easier
- High tractor underframe clearance to guarantee good maneuverability when working in soft and rough terrain.
- 10 degree ‘Hydraulic Vertical Tilt’ available for full six way hydraulic control
- Chromium Carbide Skid Shoes available
- Replaceable heat treated cutting edges
- Crossover hyd. cushion valve is standard equipment
- Mounting Kit complete with all required instructions for tractor safe mounting
- Full tractor service accessibility
- Blade widths ranging from 12 to 20 feet with side extensions available
- Standard 4WD blade heights are 47” high. Optional 18” grated top extensions bring total LEON blade height to 65” high
- Comprehensive warranty coverage

For more information on LEON Dozer Blade Units: Call today at 1-800-667-1581 OR 306-786-2600 or visit our product website at www.leonsmfg.com

Inquire on other popular Leon–Versatile 4WD Dozers:

- LEON ‘Q9682A 4WD Series’ for Versatile 2290, 2335, 2375
- LEON ‘QBV535 4WD Series’ for Versatile 435, 485, 535
- LEON packages for Versatile 500, 555, 700, 750, 800, 825, 835, 836, 850, 856, 875, 876, 895, 900, 935, 936, 946, 956, 976
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